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ABSTRACT

The title, The Human Female Figure as an Affected Image
in Modern Art expresses the principal hypothesis of this
study, but definition of terms included in this title is
necessary to fully understand my intentions.

The image of

the human female figure depicted in a work of art is the sub
ject of my concern.

How the figure is represented, through

various attitudes and appearances, assumed or implied, deter
mines how the viewers interpretation of this image is affect
ed .
Although a clearly defined time period is not critical
to this study, Modern Art will be defined as that art falling
into a time period beginning in approximately mid-1 9 th cen
tury to the present, when art began to free itself from the
strict requirements of subject matter.

This study will not

be a complete survey of all applicable art in this time frame.
Through selected works of accomplished artists, and some of
my own recent work, I will attempt to explain how Man's con
cept of the human female figure image in m o d e m art is that
of an affected element.
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INTRODUCTION

Emphasis on originality in Modern Art has induced or
encouraged the kind of free expression that disallows any
restriction on the type of subject or manner of representa
tion.

Expression, through the image of the human female

figure, was not new since Man began pictorial representation.
But the apparent commentary of modern depictions of the fe
male figure thrust her into object classes.

The purposeful

use of her image by artists can be interpreted as that of a
subservient or service role.

In recent times, more than ever

in the past, the female image has served to satisfy every
thing from the artist’s psychological fantasies and/or his
version of spectators’ desires to a less exploited role of
reflecting Man's image of himself.

Of course, there is a

middle ground and it is not always evident what are the actual
intentions.
How several modern artists, who have attached an obvious
importance to recognizable figure representation, see and use
the female figure, is my concern.

To understand my evalua

tion is a task that is possible, or at least made easier, if
one does not overly concern himself with traditional art
criteria and the examination of technique and style.

In other

words, the interest is in the end result, rather than validity
1

2

of concept or the specific or overall intentions of an artist
in regard to technique and style.

This is, in a sense, a

bias study because it deals only with work that I deem as
necessary examples to support my convictions.

SECTION I
ARTISTS' WORK SUBMITTED AS EXAMPLES OP
AFFECTED IMAGES OF THE FEMALE FIGURE
While the figure of man as an individual and the figure
of man as a symbolic prototype in society have always been
depicted in art? he has not, since Greco-Roman idealizations,
been subjected to the extent of affectation that the female
figure image has been in Modern Art.
Pierre Auguste Renoir
Renoir did not expose or display the female figure in
a revolutionary manner.
psychological depth.

The models he painted have no real

Yet, in a persisting fashion, each of

his many women radiate an aura of feminine subjugation unprecedently represented, or for that matter, subsequently
represented until the recent social commentary and the
"cheesecake" of Pop Art,

But Renoir’s women were painted

with a self gratifying insistance.

In fact, they were identi

fied with an idyllic existence that represented a past age
Renoir refused to relinquish.
Robert Hughes wrote about Renoir’s models as a class
of sexual objects.
this manner.

He describes Renoir’s type of woman in

"Pink and proletarian, tousled, complaisant
3

and rather nitwitted, she persisted as the Ideal Mistress
(counterpart to the Fatal Woman) well into the 20th cen
tury."1
According to Hughes, Pierre Renoir became the Ideal
Mistress’ painter laureate.

He further stated:

"No 1 9 th

century painter, not even the great sensualist Delacroix, has
affected our unconscious view of women as powerfully as
Renoir.

This is partly due to the popularity of his work

and partly to the unwavering, passionate chauvinism of his
feelings about his favorite subject, the nude.

Compared with

Renoir, even Picasso looks like a feminist."
Renoir wrote in 1888:
I consider that women who are authors, lawyers and
politicians are monsters. . . . The woman who is an
artist is merely ridiculous. . . . Gracefulness is a
woman's domain and even her duty. . . . In former
times, women freely sang and danced in order to be
winsome and pleasing to men.
off; the charm is gone.3

Today they must be paid

Hughes describing some of Renoir’s works states, "In
paintings like Figure 1, Two Girls at the Plano, Renoir
strove to reconstitute the charm.

There could hardly be a

^Robert Hughes, "Arcadia Reconstituted," Time, February

5. 197'Jr p. 56.
2Ibid.
'^Ibid.
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Fig, l.--Two Girls at the Piano

Renoir
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more perfect expression of woman as domestic pet than these
two blondes in their glowing red dresses, survivors from the
pearly world of Fragonard that Renoir had so loved as a young
h.

man, prettily absorbed in their music making."
That Renoir was a chauvinist or that his vision of
"femininity" was a sentimental falsehood is important here
only in regard to the way it dictated his painting.

But his

social philosophy and sexual politics are clearly borne out
in the way he represented the female figure.
Renoir's tribute only to physical womanliness is es
pecially evident in his later works.
al beauty is unquestionable.

His admiration of sensu

In works like Figure 2, Blonde

Girl Bathing and Figure 3r Bathing Woman Standing in the
Water, the nudes displaying all the natural charm that is pos
sible are shy girls and modest, perhaps without knowing it.

Ibid.
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Fig.

2 — Blonde Girl Bathing
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Renoir
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Fig.

3«--Bathing Woman Standing in the Water - Renoir
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Mel Ramos
Aided by an early involvement‘with advertising imagery
Mel Ramos was identified by critics as a Pop Art painter.
Not surprisingly, his female figure images generally corres
pond with the Pop period's choice of female subject represen
tation,

In his paintings the nude female image usually as

sumes the primary role or shares it with only one other ob
ject,

For this reason, the nudes, in their simple and delib

erate situations, readily accommodate explication.
The viewers first impression is that Ramos is having
fun with the female figure.

A truly elementary deduction is

that he is making a joke about flesh, form and beauty.

Cer

tainly one potential viewer response is genuine speculation
on what fantasies are fulfilled by the distinctly artificial
imagery.
The paintings, Fig.

Virnaburger and Fig. 5* Val,
Veeta, were part of what Ramos labeled his "Object Series

<

in which glossy-looking women are placed with commercial
products.

In the late sixties he progressed from the object

to the animal series which he calls the "Beauty and the Beast
syndrome,"0 represented here by Figure 6, Giant Panda. All
his women, actually, are posed in the manner of girlie maga
zines or calendar models.

In fact, Playboy magazine, in an

JMel Ramos, "Pop's Girls," Playboy, April, 1972, p.
111.

6Ibid., pp. 1 1 2 -1 3 .

10
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in a bizarre melange
o f fun andfantasy,
painter mel ramos
burlesques thefo rties’
plastic calendar art

Fig. 4 . — Virna"burger

0

Ramos
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Fig. 5 * — Val Yetta - Ramos
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Fig.

6.--Giant Panda - Ramos
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article on Ramos, is quick to point out that several of the
artist's models were painted, partially or intoto, from
their display pages.

As a rule these coy, 'doll-like girls

would not be considered erotic or suggestive without the ob
ject props or the beast-woman conjunctions.

Given to these

sorts of milieu, however, Ramos's models become at least
subtle vehicles into the world of fetishism.

Ibid., pp. Ill- ■15.

Torn Wesselmann

Considered a true leader of Pop Art in the 1960's, Tom
Wesselmann accomplished a body of work of which the descrip
tive label and actual substance directly support this thesis.
His "Great American Nude" series reflects Man's attachment
to female affectations however traditionally assigned the
affectations might be.
Wesselmann's first G.A.N, paintings depicted the female
figure in full, represented here by Figure 7, Great American
Nude No, Ah- and Figure 8, C-reat American Nude No. 51 •

But

over the years he tended to move visually closer to his sub
ject and he would zero in on specific portions of the anatomy.
Although the content of his work in terms of imagery became
more simplified, the intended purpose of the female image
did not change.

Whether fully displayed in the typical

American bedroom or bathroom, or partially depicted by a
heroic scale representation, of mouth, breasts, or toenails,
anatomical parts inherent in the female became the victims
of Pop Art presentation just as so many coke bottles or soup
cans have become victims.
Speaking on a Wesselmann exhibition at Chicago's
Museum of Contemporary Art in 1968, Director Jan van der
Marck observed, "Wesselmann shows woman as the consumer, both
consuming and being consumed."

^"The Great American Nude," Time, June 1A, 1968, p. 60.

#

i

7.

Great American Nude

Wesselmann

*

Fig. 8 . — Great American Nude No.

51

-

Wesselmann
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But, if he presents her as a consumer product, it is
not as pornography.

Wesselmann's nudes are too remote for

that, too glazed, too impersonal.

"They could be legendary

divorcees, airline stewardesses or Candys who spend all day
on the beach and all night in a motel room.

It is hard to

imagine them arguing over the household bills or dropping
.
o
the children off at the dentist."

9Ibid.
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Richard Lindner
Richard Lindner is another artist who in the last decade
was preoccupied with the' feminine image as subject matter.
But his women arc not merely part of an American scene.

Lind

ner was a hard-line social observer of contemporary America
and his figures are totally wrapped up in portraying his ver
sion of the female’s role in society.

The various female

images he presents are all related in their exotic exaggera
tion, unique distortion and in their bizarre situations where
they are combined with elements of surrealist symbolism.
Lindner felt that his images, however explicit, were
not pornographic.

Of paintings like Figure 9* Untitled #1,

and Figure 10, Angel in Me, he explains, "Woman is bursting
her corsets . . . like a prehistoric animal cracking the egg
and getting out.""*'0
In a pictorial feature on Lindner’s art, Playboy maga
zine describes the content and interprets its meaning:
Lindner's paintings have a cast of characters, a plot
of sorts, an action— usually an arrested or threatened
action--that can be discerned. In the presence of a
Lindner episode, the spectator often feels a certain
apprehension and alarm as well as an odd exhilaration
and release. At the same time, Lindner’s world is a
comic one, though the comedy is not particularly
happy. It is a world of sexual power and social pre
tension and the gestures and costumes the characters
^ " Baal Booster," Time, February 3» 196?, p.

19
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Fig. 9 * — Untitled //I - Lindner
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Fig. 10.— Angel in Me

Lindner

%
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assume for the games they act out on the vast stages
of the mind.
In Lindner's comic universe, there arc plenty
of male
o figures but no heroes. There are only robust
heroines who are anything but benign or accommodating.
Women are the figures of authority, agents of aggres
sion ready to tyrannize over male susceptibilities.
In this world, all power emanates from female prowess,
but this prowess is itself a comic illusion spawned
in the fantasy of male vulnerability. For the males
in Lindner's imaginary universe are mainly boys—
passive and expectant, poised between innocence and
experience, waiting for the great secret that can be
disclosed to them only by the female predator or the
female redeemer--or else they are men sporting the
costumes of virility that boys can only imagine.
The female figure of power assumes many guises in
Lindner's work— whore, nursemaid, Earth Mother,
nymphet, ingenue, femme fatale. But whatever mask
she wears--and her face is always a mask, seductive
but unknowable--she is always charged with a voraci
ous erotic energy. She is always in command, ready
to give orders, and there is, indeed, something
military in her bearing. Her every costume exudes
power, especially the famous mechanistic underclothes-the elaborate corsets and cruel garter belts--which
have the look of some fantastic military instrument
for securing unconditional erotic surrender. There
is, in Lindner’s women, an almost horrific, devouring
vitality. Their bodies assume grotesque proportions,
which their ingenious garments can hardly contain, but
they are the unmistakable proportions of health and
well-being, the outsize proportions of a vital force.

22

If there is an element of menace in this fantasy of
female vitality and power, it is the menace of life
itself, the fearful biological crux as it makes it
self felt in the boy’s passive but alert imagination
and then lodges itself in the deeper recesses of the
adult male consciousness.
An art of fantasy, then.

An art of erotic pro

jection, expectation, fear, comedy and--however
bizarre--gratification.11
Whatever the viewer imagines the creative impetus is
behind the female personages in Lindner's work, the artist
expounds on his feelings for women in general:
woman hater or a sadist.
interest me.

"I am not a

Women who would be angels wouldn't

They'd be sexless." 12

In another context Linder said, "There is a big mis
understanding about my women, my relation to women.

My sym

pathy is with women, not with men, because men are extremely
simple by nature, uncomplicated.

In my paintings, it is the

woman who is the brighter and the stronger of the two--and
she is also the sad one." 1 2

■'■''Hilton Kramer, "Lindner's Ladies--Art," P.1ay boy,
March, 1973, pp. 99-100.
^"Baal Booster," Time, February 3, 1967, p.
1a
‘^Dean Swanson, "Richard Lindner: A Painter of Figures,
Unique, Brilliantly Erotic," Vogue, August 15, 1969, p. 1^1*

Allen Jones
English artist Allen*Jones's painted or fibreglassed
images of the female figure represent, of all the art work
discussed here, the most direct form of symbolic sexual fan
tasia.

His images are immediately attractive in their re

finement and underlying humor— but are extremely provocative
in the almost certainly cruel suggested manipulation of the
female form.

Again the viewer's dilemma is in whether to

accept the presentations as the artist's means of serious
social comment or only as self gratifying sex fantasies.

Of

course, it is possible for a subjective merger of the two
views--but this is a secondary consideration because of the
startling explicit nature of the imagery.
Speaking on English Pop Art, Robert Melville describes
Jones's works:
His bold pointings of legs in nylons and preposter
ously high-heeled shoes (Fig. 11), inspired by photo
graphs and drawings in Californian transvestite maga
zines, look like highly finished preparatory designs
for the nether limbs of his fibreglass effigies of
girls, but the effigies are founded on a wide range
of source material. They are a calculated synthesis
of images of cover girls, starlets, fashion models
and strippers, and they represent an ideal version of
the twentieth-century girl considered exclusively as
a sexual object. He emblemizes their narrowly sexual
function by turning them into,, erotic furniture. The
standing figure (Fig. 12), wears dark red thigh-length
boots and a leather harness of the same colour, and

§
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Fig. 1 1 . — T ’riffic

Jones

Fig. 1 2 . --Hatstand - Jone
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when she was exhibited in London she dangled a man's
hat from one hand and a rolled umbrella from the
other to indicate why she is called Hatstond.

The

girl called Table (not represented here)* is on her
hands and knees with a glass panel screwed into her
back. Chair (Fig. 13)» is a girl lying on her back
with her lego doubled over onto her belly to make a
support for a sponge rubber seat. Chair is particu
larly sadistic. A broad leather strap attached to the
seat cushion encircles the girl's body to keep the
cushion in place, but if the cushion were not there
and the belt remained, she would look as if she had
been trussed up for forcible intercourse. Jones's
intention is to take the spectator by surprise and
force him to make a response before he has time to
bring his art criteria to bear on the spectacle, and
the illusion of reality is so intense that an unexpected encounter with them is profoundly confusing.

1A

^Robert Melville, "English Pop Art," in Art Since
Mid Century; The New Internationalism, vol. 2: Figurative
Art (Greenwich, Connecticut: New York Graphic Society,
1971), pp. 189-90.

»

Fig. 1 3 * — Chair - Jones

Synopsis of Examples in Section I
The works of art that were discussed here, are but
fragmented examples of female figure representation.

But,

I believe that the affectations displayed by these female
images truly represent the image of the female figure as a
cultural element.

Since art often reflects culture, we are

shown that element.
Perhaps the still relative unimportance of photography
in Renoir's time, allowed him, as a commemorator of beauty,
to muse over his subject matter less and affect it more in
communicating with and influencing his audience— but it re
mains that he did present an affected element.
brated his own ideal woman.

Renoir cele

That he insisted on leaving no

doubt what he was doing is a difference, much bigger than the
dividing years, between his and the more recent images dis
cussed here.
The female figure images of Ramos and Wesselmann share
the function of appearing as social produce in a cultural
landscape.

Like any cultural element that we take for grant

ed, these personless representatives of womankind affect the
image of something as useful as a hamburger, or no more
pleasant or unpleasant to look at than any of societies'
possessions when they are presented in an artful manner.

The

only concession awarded these feminine stereotypes is a be
lievable degree of sexuality.

But, after all, it is this

sexuality that is being exploited.

Treated as being apart

29
from woman, it in the important thing that we know she has,
and consequently depicting it is the best way to present her
to us.

It is irrelevant that this sexuality is lampooned

by the context Ramos puts it in, or by the austerity repre
sented in Y/esselmann's women.

Essentially, it is done only

for the sake of interest.
Both Lindner and Jones go to extremes to show us the
role that the female might have in society.

They both separ

ate her from society and give her only the props and charac
teristics she needs to affect a powerful image.

True, Lind

ner's paintings may have a cast of characters or may include
other recognizable elements that could indicate a social
milieu--but these are only elements that support or rein
force the female image.

His stories depend wholly upon the

type of feminine image he gives us.

From Lindner's feelings

on women, these scenarios may be as much wishful thinking,
albeit differently Inclined, as those of Renoir.
Who and what are Jones’s girls for?

They appear al

most as human evidence to convince us that these types of
fantasies do exist.

The female images seem to challenge the

viewer not to be embarrassed— you are only looking at some
thing that you should soberly admit has occurred.
Irregardless of the artists' methods of treatment or
their specific intentions, I believe that their treatment of
the female imagery represented in this section has certainly

30

given each female an affectation.

The main consideration,

however, being that none of these affectations are really
supposed to be peculiar to an individual female.

Rather than

that, they all are generalizations on the artists' part.

As

a result, the female's image in general, is made responsible
for these affects.

She is forced to either accept or reject

them--but they cannot be ignored.

SECTION II
PERSONAL INVOLVEMENT WITH THE FEMALE
IMAGE AS SUBJECT MATTER
In this section I wish to discuss my personal artistic
involvement with the female image as subject matter.

I would

like to express my philosophy, in regard to the female figure
as a worthwhile subject, and the meaningful ways this subject
can be treated.

The actual, substance of my recent work will

be the main concern and will be the basis for considering its
relevance to this thesis,
Since this study is not devoted to aesthetic interpre
tation or the examination of technique and style, I will not
go into detail on these matters in an attempt to validate or
categorize my work.

However, to better understand the nature

and limitations of these art forms, I will briefly define
the format.
My works of the last two years, technically can be de
fined as mixed-media drawings.

I prefer drawing, that is

often combined with collage, for the spontaneous yet sensi
tive way that one is able to maintain a highly personal con
trol over a surface.

Stylistically, a totally unrestricted

representational approach is rewarding in the flexible manner
31
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that it allows one to include and manipulate elements of sub
ject manner.

This is especially advantageous when one, like

myself, is, seldom interested in a strictly pbe-planned re
sult .
My work in graduate school has been almost exclusively
with the female figure image.

My intentions, for the most

part, have not been to express the essence of female beauty
or womankind.

Rather, my compositions have been a synthesis

of the affects of womankind that I feel are the most inter
esting.

The female images I depict and the impressions they

give tend to invite much subjective interpretation.

By using

the female image in a provocative manner, I willfully encour
age any amount of viewer speculation on what I am trying to
state or imply.
Some of my compositions are relatively simple or obvi
ous in terms of represented human action.

Figure 14, P.B.

Oil, was merely an attempt to exploit on a larger-than-life
scale, a photographic composition of an almost classical pose,
that I found irresistible.

The girl in this drawing affects

the same kind of solemnity and vulnerability as the classical
female model and, indeed, many models of Renoir.

Having

academically satisfied myself with several works of this
nature, I anticipate little desire to continue dealing with
this type of female image.

I may add that this lack of in

terest is due only to this type of imagery’s unoriginality,
thus subsequent inability to provoke viewer response.

33
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Fig.

I

Oil
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Many of my females are depicted in recognizable, almost
Pop, situations.

They assume roles in burlesques of the fe

male as a model (Fig. 15• Lane Bryant, Fig. 16. Lane Bryant
II, Fig. 17. Puzzle, and Fig. 18, This is a True Story), or
in contexts that might be construed as satirical, openly dis
playing their inherent sexuality (Fig. 19* Barbara Webb,
Fig. 20. Olympe & Armand, and Fig. 21. Kinky & Slim). As
opposed to the simple imagery in Figure 14, P.R. Oil, drawings
like Figure 20, Olympe

&

Armand, Figure 19, Barbara Webb,

Figure 21, Kinky & Slim, Figure 16, Lane Bryant IT, and
Figure 18, This is a True Story have a much more subjective
narrative.

Is Olympe dreamily "into" what she is doing or

is she shuddering respite?

Do the letter "Z" symbols in

Figure 16, Lane Bryant. II and Figure 21, Kinky & Slim or the
surrealist-like tie-tail in Figure 18, This is a True Story
have any deep meaning or message?
they do not.

As far as I am concerned

They were s.imply step-by-step revelations in

the process of composing what is hopefully innocent fantasia.
How serious other people want to take their fantasies is an
issue I am not concerned with.

It should be added that many

of these included elements also owe their existence to the
search for aesthetic truth.
To partially offer some outside criticism, comments,
part of a lengthy criticism written on the actual surface of
Figure 10, Barbara Webb, by Ronald R. Janke, an acquaintance,
are submitted?

35
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Fig.

I

Lane Bryant
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Fig. 1 6 . — Lane Bryant II

<
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Fig. 17.— Puzzle

(
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Fig. 18.— This is a True Story

39
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Fig. 1 9 . — Barbara Webb
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Fig. 20,~-01ympe & Armand
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Fig.

21.— Kinky & Slim

. . . The use of heroic proportions for the main figure
is very effective.

The larger-than-life figure (albeit

on a 5-foot sheet) creates a sense of power which con
tinues, to hold the viewer's interest. . . . The center
of focus of the work lies in the area between the hands,
perhaps because of the carefully subdued panties--is
she clothed or is she not? The quiet enigma works, as
neither a bare crotch or a bold splash of clothing de
tracts from the total effect of the nude. . . . The
title of the work begs the question, "who is Barbara
Webb?". . . .1‘5
Janke's purpose was not to determine how or how much
the figure image is affected.

But the questions he raises

about the presentation, "is she clothed or is she not?"~^
attests to the image's success in forcing the viewer to make
an interpretation.

Whether valid or not, another intended

provocation of mine succeeds when the critic is provoked by
the title.

This is really a lesser example of my defining a

work or affecting imagery by words or phrases actually written
into the composition.

Figure 18, This is a True Story, would

serve as a better example.
There is no question in my mind that I am dealing with
picture images that depict various human female attitudes
and situations.

How possible or plausible these conditions

are, whether in real life or only in fantasy, I leave to the
viewer.
-^Ronald R. Janke, criticism about this artist's work
titled Barbara Webb written directly on work of artist/
acqua intence.
16

Ibid.

Portraying the female figure as an affected image in,
indeed, my foremost present interest in terms of subject
matter.

I do not see an end to the possibilities that exis

for me.

It seems like a most logical direction--the artist

merely depicting an element from society--that happens to
possess an image affected by that society.
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